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What’s a Copper Wallet and why do you 
need one? Let me Explain…

By the time a friend got back home 
from filling her car up with gas, someone 

had spent nearly a thousand dollars from her account – they 
had cloned her card with a wireless reader. Thieves have 
learned how to put a small sleeve over card scanners, then 
park within 100 feet and get all the pertinent information off 
your card with their devices.

With this project, we’ll be making a copper-lined pouch 
to serve as a wallet.

This wallet won’t help you when you take the card out of 
it, but while it is in the wallet, it is shielded as best as we can 
with today’s technology. 

You might have heard of aluminum wallets, but copper is 
actually a much better shield. Lead would be ideal, but do 
you want to carry around a five-pound wallet?

Someone just walking past you in a store, park, or mall 
can, with a small hand-held device, get all the strip informa-
tion off all the cards in your purse. And you wouldn’t even 
know it until you checked your bill or have gotten a call 
from your bank. 

After attending a safety lecture with a deputy sheriff and 
reading Bitsy’s article (Techie Granny), I thought this copper 
wallet would be a good project for us against tech-
no-thieves. 

First, I ordered Copper Sheets, 4x5”, .025mm thick online 
and picked it up at my local hardware/home supply store. 

It’s not a 100% cure for those scanners, but it will do a lot 
better than leather. I found that thickness (.025mm) was 
ideal – 

• Thick enough for fair blockage, 
• Not too heavy to carry, and 
• Not so thick that I couldn’t cut it to the size I wanted. 
There are dozens (hundreds) of wallet patterns on the 

Internet. So, if this style doesn’t have all the bells and 
whistles you like, adapt another style adding space to insert 
the copper sheeting. Just realize because of the metal 
inserts, you can’t flip on invert it. The panels don’t give like 
fabric would. So, don’t use any pattern that requires you to 
flip it inside out or outside in.

In addition to making it a purse-worthy wallet, I decided 
to give it some razzmatazz. 

I bought a cane caddy at my local pharmacy, but it wasn’t 
shielded, so I used it’s basic design and modified it for the 
home sew-er -- that’s the cane option.

Our Techno-granny, Bitsy advises: If you know some-
one who must have a leather wallet, encourage them to 
insert copper sheeting into the dollar slots – shielding their 
cards. Or at least into getting protective card sleeves from 
their bank or a security-minded website.

Step-by-step instructions begin on page 4.
But first, here’s a simple-to-make quick fix to give your 

cards a partial shield from a soda can and duct tape.

Creativity

Copper Wallets
What’s protecting your wallet?

Personal note from Jill:  It took me only about an hour to make one  — it took days to stage photos and write up the 
steps. It isn’t that complicated, I went into quite a bit of detail to honor those who aren’t regular sew-ers on the advice of 
some of our editors. If you are crafty you could make several of these as gifts and adapt the pattern to best suit your needs. 
Just keep it small, just a little larger than a card, else it will get too heavy to comfortably carry.  
 Whatever you choose to do, PLEASE shield your cards!

Duct tape aluminum Sleeve/carD HolDer

This isn’t fully shielded, but it is better than no shielding at all. Cut open an 
aluminum can. Flatten it as best you can. Mark off a rectangle  about a quarter of 
an inch all around your card. Set your card aside. Fold the aluminum so you have 
two sides folded over. So it is double. Cut around only three sides. 

Place a protective strip of Duct tape along the edges that will remain open 
(top or sides -- it’s your choice) so it won’t cut you.  Duct tape two strips along the 
cut edges to make seams.

That’s it.  You can be creative and use decorative tape or go for a “high-tech” 
look with the traditional silver. 
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Supplies 
For each wallet: 

Fabric – Less than a quarter of one fabric, or 
scraps of coordinating fabrics – see note*

Matching or contrasting thread
One 4x5” Copper Sheet, 0.025 mm thick
One 5-inch zipper – I got the extra durable ver-

sions (You can order shorter zippers on line, 
but 6” or 7” was what was available to me lo-
cally, and I regret not ordering 5” zippers. I 
had to trim the ends and was careful not to 
ever close the zipper back up and thus pull 
the zipper head off the end of the teeth.
(There were no stops after trimming.) 

Batting, flannel, thin padding 
Steam-a-seam®, Heat and Bond®, fabric glue, or Won-

der-Under® or your favorite fabric adhesive (for 
temporary placement of zipper)

Ribbon: One 5” piece of coordinating ribbon for the zip-
per pull, or a charm with a hook. Or go with the wrist 
loop option (my choice). Additional ribbon may be 
used in several of the variations.

Added side pocket variation:

One 4” long piece of ¼”wide elastic (for optional side 
pocket)

Added key ring variation:

One keychain ring.  

Belt or cane loop variation:

About 10” of Hook and loop tape – not with adhesive, but 

the kind you sew. If you can get the one-tape kind that 
works, it just sticks to itself. Or use the two-tape kind with/or 
without heavy ribbon. (See variation for eplanation.)

Added wrist strap variation:

Hook and clasp, small key ring, or small D-ring. Additional 
fabric, cording, or ribbon.

*Note about the fabric: You can be as creative as you 
like. Since I’m ultra-conservative in my style, and I was 
making one for my husband, I made them out of a tough 
dark blue canvas fabric. But since you couldn’t tell one side 
from another, I made one for the photographs out of 
contrasting fabrics from my stash. This would be a great 
project to use practice-quilting projects, leftover quilting 
blocks, or make a “crazy quilt” out of scraps and cut it to the 
shapes needed. Just realize it is a small project and too 
much extra thickness from additional seams will make it 
more difficult for sewing some of the tight corners.

Copper & Fabric Cuts:
Please read the whole article FIRST, before starting – 

there are numerous options and variations.

Cut the fabric pieces:

Press your fabric and cut the pieces. (I usually choose to 
use my rotary cutter and cut a stack at once.)

4 pieces of fabric 5” x 3½” (Two for outside, two for lining 
– vary them as you wish.)

2 pieces of padding 5” x 3 ½” 
1 piece of fabric 14” x 2” for the binding (same fabric or 

contrasting)
1 piece of fabric 8” x 4 ½” (for pocket option – read note 

about pocket)
1 piece 1½” x 1¼” (for the key fob – Key Ring variation 

only)
1 piece 12” x 1½” (for the wrist strap – optional or you can 

use ribbon, or cording)

Designate the 
two outside pieces 
(Contrasting or the 
same) for the visible 
part of the wallet. 
The front we will 
call (A) and the back 
(B). 

Cut the copper to 
size:

Mark the centerline 
of the copper sheet so 
that you have two 

pieces that are 4” x 2½”. Cut 
along that line. You can do 
this with heavy-duty 
scissors (hardware-strength) 
and a strong arm, run it 
through your saw, use wire 
cutters, or, (my favorite) ask 
your husband for help. 

Tip: If you cut a little on both sides, then fold it back and 
forth, back and forth a couple dozen times, it will split the 

rest of 
the way 
for you.

 If the 
edges are 
too 
sharp, 
you can 
smooth 
them 
with an 
Emory 
board or 
nail file.

Step-by-Step Instructions for 
Copper Wallets

With several options and variations
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General Steps for 
Basic Wallet –  
no frills version

1. Do any embellishments on the top piece of fabric (A). 
See note: Personalizing or embellishing on Page 12.

2. Include any options (pocket, key fob, belt or cane 
straps) to the back piece (B). See variations.

3. Stack the pieces like this: One lining public side up 
(right side up), piece A public side down padding. Do the 
same with B and its padding and lining.

4. Sew a ¼” seam along one side only through all three 
layers. Trim the padding as close to the seam as possible. 
You don’t want any extra bulk. 

5. Fold the lining to the back of the stack and press. The 
seam will be “inside.” You should have a sandwich with the 
two public sides facing out with a layer of padding in 

between. That 
finished edge is 
what you’ll sew 
along by the 
zipper teeth.

 You  can 
make the edge 
flush with no 
lining showing, 
or for a trim 
detail, leave a 
iittle of the 
lining exposed. 

 It doesn’t matter, right or left, top or bottom at this point, 
unless you added a pocket. If you made the pocket make 
sure that your seam is on the left side of the pocket, and the 
right side of the back.

6. Run a stay stitch around the other side and the top – 
just shy of ¼” on both sides. Leave the bottom open.

7. Line up the two fabric sandwiches on either side of the 
zipper – using the seamed side. Use a ruler to make sure 
they are aligned. Leave the top of the zipper as the extra 

that you’ll trim 
off. (Since pins 
can get in the 
way, you could 
temporarily 
hold the two 
sides in place 
on the zipper 
by using your 
favorite fabric 
adhesive.) 
Remember if 
your are 
making it for a 
cane, attach the zipper upside down – the opening at the 

bottom of the side.

8. Sew right 
along the edge of 
the fabric to attach 
the zipper.

9.  Place sides A and B 
next to each other. The 
zipper will be on one side. 
Open the zipper half way for 
ease in sewing. You’ll be 
sewing the lining pieces 
together on two sides. The 
bottoms are still open. Pin as 
needed. Be careful sewing 
around the zipper teeth – don’t break a needle. You might 
want to turn the hand wheel through the head and tail of 
the zippers. Trim zipper to fit (if needed).

10.  Insert the copper sheets between the padding and 
the lining. Sew across the bottoms. 

11. Time to reinforce all the edges. Grasp the top edge. 

Give it a good shake. That will force the copper 
to the bottom of the wallet and give you room 

to sew the top edge again and again. We want these to be 
strong, as they are for use, not just a cute little accessory. If 
you can zigzag, then do 
that across the top a 
couple times to help keep 
the edges from fraying. 
Then, grasp the side and 
give it a good shake, 
moving the copper next 
to the zipper. Repeat the 
reinforcing stitches and 
zigzagging. Then do the 
same thing across the 
bottom.

https://blwemag.wordpress.com/issues/issue-7-never-alone/copper-wallets/
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12. The binding strips are a little more than you will need, 
but I don’t know how experienced you are on binding 
corners. You can trim any extra after you’ve sewn it on. Press 
it in half lengthwise – public side facing out. 

13. Next machine sew the binding onto the wallet.  You’ll 
start at the zipper on the front side and sew down the 
bottom; then across the side, and then up the top — but not 
all in one shot. 

 
Bottom Edge Binding: Shake the copper to the top of 
the wallet. Line up the binding along the bottom of the 
wallet, leaving about an inch of binding above the edge 
of the zipper. Line the edge of the binding along the 
stay-stitching line, not the wallet edge. Because of the 

thickness of 
the zipper, 
you might not 
be able to get 
right up next 
to it. Start out 
½” or so if 
necessary 
with your 
stitches. It’ll 
be okay; we’ll 
catch that 
opening later. 

Sew a shy 1/4” from that one edge. Stop ¼” from 
the bottom edge for turning. Stop. Take the wallet 
out of the machine and inspect your seam. Fold the 
lining back and make sure you covered all the 
previous stitches. If you did, great, reinforce one 
more row and the zigzag that edge. If not, go back 
and stitch alittle further out. Check, repeat as 
necessary.  
Side Binding: Shake the 
copper toward the 
zipper. Turn the binding 

and repeat the same method 
as for the bottom edge. Be 
sure to check that you 
enclosed any previous 
stitches, before you move on. 
Reinforce and zigzag. 
Top Binding: You guessed it, shake the copper to the 
bottom and repeat method of bottom binding, but in 
reverse – you’ll have to stop about ½-1” out from the 
zipper because of the bulk.

14. Trim up any loose threads.

15. Or you can sew the binding on my hand entirely if 
that is easier for you.

16. Turn the binding to the 
backside, and use invisible 
stitching to sew it down over 
any previous stitches. At the 

zipper head and foot, you’ll 
want to trim off any extra 
binding you had, leaving 
about 1” on either edge, 
fold it in on itself, so there 

are no raw edges and sew it 
closed to make a nice neat, 
border at both ends of the 
zipper. That is very import-
ant – you don’t want the 
zipper tab to go off the end 
(especially if you had to trim 
a longer zipper to fit).

17. Some people like the 
look of topstitching. You can 
go back to your machine 
and stitch around the 

binding — it will be difficult because of the 
bulk, and you’ll still be dealing with all that 
bulk at the zippers.

18. Attach a ribbon, fob, or wrist strap to 
the zipper tab.

19. Attach 
the key chain, if 
you went with 
that option.

20. Enjoy!

Caution: 
Depending on 
the quality of 
your zipper, be 
careful pressing 
across the teeth. 
Some plastic 
teeth might 
melt. Since this 
is going to get a great deal of wear and tear, I recommend 
durable zippers – with metal teeth.

Side Pocket Variation
At step 2:

A. Cut a piece of coordinating fabric 8” x 4½” (options X & Y) or 8” x 3½” (option Z). The difference in the options is the size 
and shape of the pocket. I recommend option X, but the cutting is a little tricky, but makes the project easier when sewing. 
Option Y is easier cutting and just a little bit more complicated when sewing. Option Z is easy to cut but the most difficult to 
sew. Choose the option that takes the best advantage of your skill set.

B. For option X, do the trapezoid cutting. I didn’t want you to have to deal with patterns, so here’s how to do this using a 
straight edge. If you want an easier time sewing, but a more complicated cut, here’s the fix: 

a. Make your piece so that it is 3½” at the ends and 4 ½” at the middle. 
b. You can do this with your straight edge ruler. 
c. Cut a piece of fabric 8” x 4½”. Fold it in half, wrong sides together, 

so have a double piece that’s 4” x 4½”– press. Make a mark ½” in from 
both sides on the bottom raw edge. Line your ruler from those marks to 
the folded edge (it’s 4 ½” wide). Cut along that line. You’ll have a folded 
shape that looks like a trapezoid – It’s 4½” across the folded edge and 
3½” across the raw bottom edge. 

https://blwemag.wordpress.com/issues/issue-7-never-alone/copper-wallets/
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d. That extra width will make sewing the pocket on much easier.
e. Proceed as for X, Y, and Z.

C. For option Y, you’ll work the pocket the same as for the other options, but you’ll have more play with elastic (the benefit 
of option X) but you’ll have to make two pleats when you sew the bottom seam for it to fit the 3½” width. (The pleats might 
interfere with some modes of customizing you might do on the pocket.)

D. For option Z, you’ll have ease of cutting and sewing the bottom seam as it is 3½”, you won’t 
have to make pleats, but it makes it harder to work with when you are sewing – you have to stretch it 
to line up with the sides.

E. Follow the next steps for X, Y, Z – any options are stated.

F. Fold the pocket over right sides out so you have a double piece — it will be 4” 
long. Press. 

G. If you are doing the pocket and wallet/cane loops, then put the pocket on side A and embellish it now if you want to. 
Those loops need to be on the backside (B). You can choose to make the pocket the embellishment and make it side A anyway. 
It’s your call.

H. On the right side of the fabric, stitch along the folded 
edge, close to the edge. Insert a piece of elastic right next to 
the stitching. Stitch again just on the other side of that 
elastic, being careful not to catch the elastic. (Or you can 
stitch the second row about 3/8” from the first row. Then feed 
the elastic through afterwards – whichever is easier for you.) 

I. Sew across the elastic at one end – back and forth to reinforce it. 
Options X & Y: Pull the elastic, gathering the fabric until it measures 3½” 
across and reinforce it with back and forth stitching. Option Z: Pull the 
elastic about an inch out and reinforce it with stitching on that end. You’ll 

have a slight gather at the top.

J. If you want the pocket on the back, staystitch it around the three sides as follows: 
Option X: It should fit perfectly. Option Y: you’ll need to make two pleats at the bottom 
edge for it to the fit the 3½” width. Just make two folds of ½” each (1/4” each direction).  
Option Z: The bottom will align perfectly, but you’ll need to tug at the gathered edge to 
stretch it to fit along the sides. 

K. Proceed to Step 3 in main 
instructions.

Key Chain Variation
A. Cut a piece of fabric (same or contrasting) 1¼” x 1½” Or just use a 

piece of cording or ribbon 1½”long.

B. If you go with the fabric option, along the 1½” edge, press over ¼” 
on either side toward the middle. Nice side out. Fold it in half, nice side 
out. Press.

C. Stitch along folded edge on both sides to give it a uniformed look.

D. Fold it in half and place both raw edges on the raw edge top of 
side B (or A if using making straps). Stitch across several times to 
reinforce it. The raw edge will be 
enclosed in step 13.

E. When the wallet is finished, feed the key ring through the 
loop.

A. It takes two straps 
about 5” long. Vary the 
length to the cane and/or 
thickness of the belt.

B. Cut two pieces of hook/loop tape long enough to 
go around belt or cane with at least 2” overlap. For balance 
you’ll have two straps to go around the belt or cane.  

C. Sew the center 1” of the tape onto the public side of B 
– about 2” apart. Make it as square to the edges as possible. 
Reinforce stitching. 

D. Or if you are using hook/loop that has two tapes, sew 
about 2” of loop tape to one end of the hook tape – back to 
back. Sew on the hook tape, hook side down through the 
middle two inches to the side B. 

E. Or use a heavy-duty ribbon or strips of plastic. Sew 
about 2” of hook tape to one end and 2” of loop tape to the 
other end. Attach the ribbon to the public side of B – about 

1” from top and 
bottom 
– reinforce 
stitching. If you 
aren’t using canvas fabric, you might 
want to use interfacing for the padding 
to back side B and stitch through both 
layers.

F. Close the loops tightly so they 
don’t get in your way when you are sewing the sides. 

G. About the “for cane” version, the weight of the wrist 
strap can sometimes open a wallet up, so use gravity in your 

Belt or Cane 
Straps Variation

https://blwemag.wordpress.com/issues/issue-7-never-alone/copper-wallets/
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favor. When it is closed, the zipper fob should be on the bottom, not the top. So, place the 
“top” of the zipper at the bottom of the sides. It may seem counter intuitive, but after 
having the store-bought one open on me several times with it’s top closed design, I 
wanted my new one to be just the opposite. Add a little charm to the fob to keep it closed 
when you want it closed, if you aren’t opting for the wrist strap.

Wrist Strap Variation
A. This way you can take just the wallet into the store with you, or hang it on the inside 

of your purse using a ring.
B. Purchase a clasp and ring (if you want it detachable) – or use a small key ring – that 

will loop through the zipper head and the fabric loop.
C. Cut a strip of cloth 12” x 1½”. Press ¼” on either side toward the middle – lengthwise. Fold it in half. Press. Sew along both 

edges. Feed it through the loop, or the ring of the clasp and sew ¼” up from ring—reinforce the stitching back and forth.
D. Or just use strong cording/ribbon in place of the fabric for the wrist strap. 
E. Or just use an old wrist strap from an old purse – easier still. 

Decorative Binding — By using contrasting fabric for 
the binding you’ll get a  “framed” look.

Shielded Cellular Phone Caddy – follow all the direc-
tions for the wallet, but make it larger. Add an inch to the 
height and width of your phone for the Piece A (the back) 
and proportion all the other blocks according.  Depending 
on the size of your phone, you may need a copper sheet for 
the front and one for the back, or purchase larger copper 
sheets. Your calls will not ring through but go to voice mail. 
This blocks those “locator” apps and any personal Wi-Fi 
settings. It’s not 100%. If you need 100%, there are profes-
sionally made cases you can find online. Or use lead. It will 
be like lifting weights.

Shielded Tablet Case — If you want your tablet shielded, 
follow the same idea, just biggie-size it. Use larger copper 
sheets, a longer zipper, and larger pieces of fabric. This is 
especially apropos if you allow personal Wi-Fi or keep 
private data on your tablet. 

Personalizing or embellishing — Crafters like to be 
crafty. So, have fun. You can embellish the front panel or 
pocket with a monogram, a favorite machine embroidery 
logo, an ink print picture, ribbon art, fancy cut, or buttons 
and bows.

Go Aluminum — Though I know that copper is a better 
shielding agent, it is heavy and cost a little bit (I paid $8.98 a 
sheet). You can do this with aluminum — carefully cut a can 
(like soda comes in) and use it for the shielding agent. You 
can use several ply to make it more disrupting. Or you can 
buy aluminum sheeting at local hardware/home supply 
stores. At the very least, please cut some aluminum and 
wrap it around your cards. Make it a sleeve with duct tape 
 — see page 2.

Cutting Costs — You could make these all from recycling 
fabrics (I used canvas from an old laundry bag), a used 
zipper (from a pair of kids jeans), sheets of aluminum from 
cans to replace the sheets of copper (cut open can, flatten, 
cut pieces to size, stack as many you want).

Lots of cards? — These was designed for one maybe two 
cards – it’s a tight fit on purpose – the issue is blocking the 
scanners. If you carry a stack of cards, then you’ll want to 
make a wallet with a gusset and fabric on either side of the 
zipper. Just realize that those unshielded sides offer a 
potential for scanning, though it would be slight.

Other Options: 

© 2015 Jill Bond, All rights Reserved  — you may share this hyperlink with anyone without prior permission
With more than fifty years of sewing experience, Jill still enjoys it. It’s especially rewarding when you can custom design 

something to your exact needs. She’d be thrilled if you make this, and if you’d send her a picture. She’d be even more thrilled if 
you told your friends to shield their cards anyway they can. Contact us at blwemag@yahoo.com

www. blwemag.com for more articles from our magazine — FREE — and online for you and your friends. Our 
magazine has other FREE knitting and craft patterns, plus gardening, cooking, organizing, and many other helpful tips. BLWE
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